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April 27, 2015 

 

The Hon. John Cook, Mayor 

Tigard City Council 

13125 SW Hall Blvd. 

Tigard, OR 97223 

 

Re: Proposed Park and Transportation System Development Charges  

Dear Mayor Cook and Councilors: 

NAIOP, the Commercial Real Estate Development Association, is one of the 

leading organizations for developers, investors, owners & operators, brokers, 

and related professionals in office, industrial and mixed-use real estate 

throughout the United States, Canada, and Mexico.  The Oregon Chapter’s 

members represent a broad and diverse range of companies involved with 

commercial real estate activities in the Portland metropolitan area, including 

developers, owners, brokers, and managers, along with other professionals 

providing legal, finance, title, engineering, architectural, construction, and 

other services. 

 

After reviewing the transportation and park SDC proposals before you 

today, we have serious concerns about the assumptions that were used and 

the significant impacts that such drastic fee increases will have on future 

commercial development within the City. 

 

Among our concerns: 

 

 Effective Date – According to the draft ordinance before you, the drastic 

fee increases being proposed would become effective in less than three 

months, on July 1
st
.  We believe strongly that any increase should have a 

longer lead time and be phased in so that commercial development 

projects currently in process to begin the permitting process won’t be 

unnecessarily burdened by additional costs that could not have been 

foreseen when pro forma analyses and financing were finalized. 

 

 Transportation SDC Methodology – As proposed, the total transportation 

SDC charged for commercial development would make Tigard the 

jurisdiction with the highest permitting fees in the region. For example, as 

I read the rates, a 50,000 square foot general office building would be  
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charged $658,950 in addition to the $551,700 Washington County TDT, for a total of 

$1,210,650.  That compares with current SDC rates in Gresham of $528,894, Portland 

$299,500, Clackamas County $444,750, and Sherwood $747,050.  We would urge you to 

reconsider this drastic rate increase and the disastrous impact that we believe it would have on 

the City’s economic development efforts.  A proposal from consultant FCS Group would 

discount the residential transportation SDC by approximately 66%.  We believe strongly 

that the same discount level should also apply to commercial development. 
 

 Park SDC Methodology – According to ORS 223.304(2)(a)(B), improvement fees must be 

established or modified under a methodology that demonstrates consideration of “the need for 

increased capacity in the system to which the fee is related that will be required to serve the 

demands placed on the system by future users.” 
 

The FCS Group methodology asserts that demand by future commercial users can be 

determined by a very general national census survey to arrive at the conclusion that commercial 

development should pay a 17.27% share of all future park improvement costs.  There is 

insufficient evidence to back this assertion that access to parks at certain hours of the day 

translates into measurable benefits for various classes of system users. The benefit distribution 

asserted in Appendix A-1 (page 16) is an interesting schema, but it is not backed by any 

empirical observation.   It’s completely unreasonable to use this approach—without any 

regard to the distance of existing parks from commercial development (many existing 

commercial/industrial buildings aren’t within walking distance of any park areas)—to 

gauge impacts on the park system, and then apply the 17.27% figure to all classes of 

future park improvements (neighborhood parks/pocket parks, open space, trails, etc.). 

 

In virtually every other SDC methodology that we’ve encountered, there is a direct empirically 

measured relation between system use and the calculation of system benefits. For the water 

system the benefit measure is the amount of water consumed by meter size. That consumptive 

distribution is then used to allocate the cost of improvements for water treatment, storage, and 

distribution to serve growth.  

 

Metered water use in winter months and sampled nutrient loads are used in sanitary sewer SDCs 

to allocate the cost to serve demand that new development will impose the sanitary sewer 

system. The amount of new impervious surface area and runoff association with a “system 

design storm” provides the basis for allocating the cost to build stormwater conveyance and 

treatment facilities. Monitored traffic generation and flow patterns along with design standards 

for amenities that are not capacity constrained are used to allocate costs for future transportation 

improvements. 

  

The assertion that time in the city provides a reliable basis for estimating system benefits and 

for allocating costs to future development is especially bothersome when there are no data to 

support the hourly utilization factors for the various user groups. There also is no data to 

support the seasonal adjustments used to compute the weighted average hours for the various  
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classes of users. The assertions for how differing classes of park users benefit from and impose 

demands on the system is a fabrication that is not based on any empirical observation of actual 

use or adopted capacity standards for different classes of park assets. 

 

It is difficult to imagine, for example, that park use surveys would align with the proxy-benefit 

claim in the methodology that resident and non-resident employed persons benefit equally from 

the park system before and after work hours. This may be true for passive use of near-by parks 

during the lunch hour, but non-residents are unlikely to take a lunch hour yoga class at a 

community center, or lap swim, or enroll in a program for which they must pay a non-resident 

fee. 

  

The methodology’s proposal to use guesswork about amount of time per day that people can use 

parks is not a reasonable or rational basis for allocating costs to future system users when there 

should be other empirically based measures available such as records for visitors to its facilities 

and/or survey information for visitors to city parks. An analysis of these data would provide a 

more reliable and defensible approach for allocating costs between residential and non-

residential development. 

 

Consultant FCS Group has suggested a discount of the park SDC for new residential 

development—we would recommend a similar or larger discount for non-residential 

development. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the transportation and park SDC methodology 

reports.  We hope to have the opportunity for involvement in a continuing process to further refine 

these proposals to ensure that the Tigard parks and transportation systems have capacity to 

accommodate future growth within the city in a fair and equitable manner.   

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

Kelly Ross 

Executive Director 

   


